Club Website: www.traffordwoodcraft.co.uk

FEBRUARY & MARCH 2022
CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
I always think that February is the worst month; Christmas over with and Spring only just
appearing. Still there is more to look forward to this year after nearly two years of misery and
the club membership is finally getting going, although there are several notable omissions. We
wonder, perhaps they don’t realise we are back or have emigrated.
I guess we have to keep plugging away to encourage new people and find those missing. I have
had several promising conversations which came to nothing.
Our Events Secretary, Julian has arranged a full calendar and no doubt may find some more to
interest us as the year progresses.
If the Committee is anything to go by, there are numerous topics to occupy us, from the perennial
Health and Safety to Membership and new Regulations. Safety is a particular concern, being the
responsibility of everyone. The new system of having members only take out what they plan to use
should help with this, and if there is damage to report it so it can be dealt with.
Robin Walling

A FOUNDER MEMBER AND OUR FRIEND – CLIFF FARRINGTON
Contributions from some of his friends, Julian Birtwell and Robin Walling
The other week several TDWC members went to Cliffs’ funeral. In the church grounds I sensed a
bit of déjà vu not only because of the funeral of his wife Hazel last November, but also it was where
TDWC had meetings when a previous landlord decided to replace the
roof over our rented workshop space.
I first met Cliff on the TDWC stand at Timperley Country Fair, he was
wielding an angle grinder fitted with a chainsaw cutter to fashion one
of his large Rocking Horses. One of many that came out of his
stable/workshop which were often donated to raise charitable funds
around his home in Hale.
When I later joined TDWC Cliff was always at club nights and helped
many newcomers to learn the ropes, be it on a lathe or showing the
intricacies of rocking horse making in various sizes. He was of the
‘make do and mend’ generation but on occasion this could be at odds
with modern Health & Safety, but please note that it isn’t safe to
attempt to make skew chisels out of files! Enough said. His mate Henry
Cliff and his wife, Hazel
Milner often called him a ‘bodger’ and I didn’t take that as a Pole lathe
worker of green wood.
He also made small rocking chairs for his grandchildren when they were young. These were a scaled
up version of the Ray Jones mini chair project using springs rather than rockers and were for
teddies/dolls or very young kids. I smiled and choked back a tear when I saw a couple of his mini
chairs either side of his coffin in church laden with floral tributes.

(Continued from Page 1 - Cliff Farrington…)
Pen making came later on and he had a prolific output maybe down to his on line ordering which
was a bit suspect and a family joke ranging from multi pack baked beans to a set of pans intended
for use in his kitchen that were just about big enough for a single baked bean, they were dolls
house pans! Buyer beware and all that small print!!
Note to Editor - done without any expletives. You really had to be there to appreciate both the
expletives and Cliff. Not always PC by 2022 standards but a lovely guy who will be remembered by
those who knew him with a mix of fondness and sadness.
As an alternative to a floral tribute TDWC have purchased and dedicated a Willow tree to Cliff, via
‘Make it Wild’, which is located at No J178 Bank Wood, Summerbridge near Northallerton Yorkshire.
Apparently due to current construction work the exact site is not accessible but Cliff’s granddaughter
Amanda assures us that the family will visit when it is possible.
Cliff “Rocking” Farrington R.I.P.

Contributed by David Jones
Almost the first time that I met Cliff was at an outdoor
event held at Bowden Tennis Club that T&DWC had been
invited to, about 15 years ago. Our club had an inside stall
and a rocking horse to be raffled to raise money for charity
or T&DWC funds, can’t remember which but I won it. I
collected it from Cliff’s house and was shown his three
sheds which were impressively chaotic, but he clearly
knew where everything was.
The next horse encounter was also at an outdoor event at
Timperley Country Fair, about 10 years ago. The Horse
was won in the raffle but was eventually donated to a
children’s home in Withington
or Stockport.

The third rocking horse event was after the club had moved to Sale
West Community Centre. The people running the centre held “open
days” and our club was asked if we would take part. We set up some
tables with items made by members, and Cliff brought a rocking horse.
The highlight of the afternoon was the appearance of the Lady Mayor in
full dress and chain. The Mayor very sportingly climbed on the rocking
horse and posed for a picture with Cliff holding the bridle. (We did have a
photograph of this unusual event in June 2016, but sadly the Editor is unable to find
it. Sorry.)

Cliff not only made the wooden horses and wooden parts of the rocker but was proud to let you
know that he made all the saddle and harness, and any metal work needed for the undercarriage. I
think the only items he bought were the glass eyes, stirrups and the nylon tail and mane.

REMINDER – SUBS PLEASE
Members are reminded
that the 6 months subscription is
Due 1st April 2022, £52
and is payable within 2 months
(i.e. before 31st May, otherwise renewal of lapsed membership
incur re-joining fee £10,as per TDWC Constitution para 6(a)

RANDOM SCRIBBLINGS FROM A BROADBOTTOM – February 2022
DEMONSTRATIONS & COMPETITONS
When this hits your screen we will have had Februarys demo by Dave ‘AKO’ Atkinson and I will be
starting bookings for 2023. I am reluctant to say back to normal but it does feel good.
Hand in hand with demonstrations are our monthly competitions. These are just light hearted so
come on everyone ‘have a go’.
All details are in the newsletter and on our website-www.traffordwoodcraft.co.uk.
In March, we have both March’s & April’s demonstrations/competitions due to Easter school
holidays. Both returning old favourites – need I say anymore.
Tuesday 1st March: Emma Cook aka ‘The Tiny Turner’. A wee Yorkshire lass who both turns and
carves.
Competition - A piece of your best spindle work.
Tuesday 29th March: Chris Fisher aka ‘The Blind Woodturner’ . A Lancashire guy who now resides
in Derbyshire. Yes he is totally blind and the only Register of Professional Turners blind turner in
the UK.
Competition - A piece of your best faceplate work.
TIMPERLEY CUBS.
At 2021 Timperley Country Fair we were asked by one of the Cub leaders to go to a weekly meeting
to show our craft to the boys/girls. Covid got in the way but on February 2 nd Karen and I went along
to talk to the Pack. They were fabulous, interested, enthusiastic and thoroughly polite.
Phil the Akela agreed that we might focus on Harry Potter wands and additionally asked if I could
make Woggles.
So not having made a wand for some time I did a bit of prep and seeing as a woggle is a knapkin
ring but smaller did the same there. Each ‘6’ in the Pack were shown several samples and
encouraged to design their ‘bespoke’ wand. This has worked for me before and did again. A pair of
woggles were handed over to Akela and his right hand woman immediately put them into use. I now
have an order from the left hand woman as well. The pack will get their bespoke wands once finished
in my workshop to use as future Competition prizes and at least 1 more woggle. A very good night
from our viewpoint and hopefully some seeds were sown in young minds. Mighty Oaks might just
grow from these young Acorns.
The pack is 100 years old this year and are planning to have a massive Anniversary camp at
Dunham this summer to which we were invited.
The evening ended with a big round of applause and both of us being given ‘With Thanks’ badges.
Mine will be proudly sawn on my woodturning smock alongside my TDWC badge.
FOUNDER MEMBERS AND SALES OF THEIR WORKSHOP CONTENTS.
The workshop clearances have gone well and are nearly done. I guess it should make some of us
start tidying up our workshops. Unbelievably I have actually sold a couple of surplus tools but maybe
only to create funds to buy more at Harrogate Wood Show in November. It reminds me of my ‘T’
shirt which proclaims “He who dies with the most tools wins” older members will understand!!
I am not a fan of tool makers producing new tools just to create sales opportunities so when I had
to sell a ‘Pen making lathe’ from Henry’s, I said to myself for god sake why? Henry had a very
capable ‘big’ lathe but it was his money he was spending. Anyhow within an hour of listing it on eBay
it was bought. Surprised I messaged the buyer asking him about arranging collection. ‘Oh dear’
came the reply I missed that. It was easily sorted and his wife drove from Oxfordshire the next
morning. (Continued on the next page…)

(Continued from previous page)
The reason for his eagerness was that due to being wheelchair bound the little lathe was exactly
what he needed to enjoy his hobby and because Axminster had discontinued this model he was
‘desperate’ to buy. So I was very pleased to be proved wrong and only yesterday I got a lovely
message and photograph of his workshop showing his ‘new’ lathe in pride of place.
OUTSIDE EVENTS 2022
I thought it might make things easier to digest if our outdoor events were lifted from the main diary,
I have left the already cancelled events so that new members can see the range of dates/events
that TDWC have been involved with pre Covid.
TRAFFORD & DISTRICT WOODCRAFT CLUB OUTDOOR EVENTS 2022

THURSDDAY, 2nd JUNE ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE

HOPING TO GO

‘JUBILEE STREET MARKET ‘

AHEAD TBC

SUNDAY 5th JUNE JOHN LEIGH PARK ALTRINCHAM

HOPING TO GO

‘JUBILEE’ FAMILY FUN DAY

AHEAD TBC

SUNDAY 19th JUNE SALE LIONS

HOPING TO GO

FATHERS DAY @ WORTHINGTON PARK SALE

AHEAD TBC

SUNDAY 26th JUNE FAMILY FUND DAY/PICNIC

HOPING TO GO

@ Ashston Park 13.00 – 16.00

AHEAD TBC

JULY SALE ARTS TRAIL

TBC

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 10th

HOPING TO GO

TIMPERLEY COUNTRY FAIR @ LARKHILL TIMPERLEY

AHEAD TBC

HAYFIELD SHEEP DOG TRIAL AND SHOW

NOT GOING AHEAD
THIS YEAR

HARROGATE WOOD SHOW Nov 11th-13th

HOPING TO GO

Usual TDWC members coach Saturday 12th

AHEAD TBC

NOV/DEC ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE XMAS FAIR

TBC

NOV/DEC SALE ARTS TRAIL XMAS BAZAAR

TBC

FULL CALENDAR OF EVENTS ON BACK PAGE
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COMPETITION February 2022.- Theme: YOUR FAVOURITE PIECE
1st. Nathan Adams - textured and coloured bowl (in the style of Nick Agar)
(This piece was created in the workshop of The Blind Woodturner Chris Fisher but the work was Nathan’s, so fab effort.)

2nd. John Willson - 3 tier cake stand
3rd. Brian Ledsham - 3 turned birds perched on a log (in laminated woods)

Sadly there were no entries in either Carving or General woodwork sections.
N.B. enter these sections and you might get a 1st place!!

Julian Birtwell

Photographs of Nathan, John and Brian by John Axon

IMPORTANT HEALTH & SAFETY NOTICE
The following isn’t a witch hunt nor to recover cost of repairs or replacements
rather to promote safe working practices and protect members and Club kit.
In recent weeks there has been unreported/unrecorded damage to a few
items of Club kit and an electrical fault.
This has prompted your committee to remind all members that before using
any piece of electrical equipment always look at the plug and the cable/ flex
to see if there is any obvious breakage or damage.
If you are not fully conversant with Club kit and confident that you can
visually check its fitness for use DO NOT USE IT but ask a member who you
are certain is suitable or a committee member.
It is your responsibility to carry out a quick check, as per Club Safety rules.
Also there must be at least two club members in attendance if any equipment
or tools are used. This includes hand tools, and power tools and machinery.
No club member should undertake any lone work whatsoever.
By the time of the AGM in April your committee will have reviewed all H&S
policies and will report further to members.
TDWC Committee

Demonstration by Dave (AKO) Atkinson on Tuesday 1st February
Last August we had a demo’ by the other Dave Atkinson – he showed us how to make a box
involving a cast pewter insert. Tonight we had the alternative AKO Dave Atkinson from Weaverham
and he said that as it was his 68th birthday he was just going to do some fun projects for us. The 4
items were a puzzle box, a magic ‘elastic’ piston, a MacDonald’s burger oyster box, and a Kendama
which is a Japanese version of the Victorian ball and cup toy.
The puzzle box was made from a 4”x2”x2” piece of burr elm which was mounted between centres
and, using a roughing gouge, turned to a cylinder with a chucking point at each end. He mounted
one end in the jaws of a chuck and parted off a lid section about a quarter of the way along. With
the box section still in the jaws he used a ¾” Forstner bit to create the cavity. He reduced the outer
diameter to give a suitably thin wall and made a lip which would fit the lid.
The box was decorated with a bead and everything lightly sanded. The lid section was now mounted
on its chucking point and reduced in diameter to match the base and give a good fit. He shaped
and sanded the top of the lid and finally with the two parts fitted together he removed the two
chucking points with a parting tool.
The key part of the puzzle is the shaped piece which fits snuggly inside the box. This was made
from a dark wood blank (3”x1”x1”) which was mounted in a chuck turned to a cylinder and then
reduced in diameter with a skew to fit the box exactly. The length was just slightly less than the
depth of the box and the top was shaped into a cone so the whole piece looked like a bullet. The
puzzle is to get the insert out of the box without inverting it or even touching it. The trick is to blow
into the box quickly and the rush of air will lift the inset out.

The magic ‘elastic’ piston was made from two pieces of 5”x1”x1” beech. One was turned to a
cylinder and then using a ¼” bit in a Jacob’s chuck a long hole was drilled most of the way through
the length of the piece. This was the outer part of the piston. A similar blank was turned to give a
cylinder with one end shaped into a curved cone a bit like an acorn. The other end was reduced to
a 2” long pencil (the piston) which exactly slid into the outer case. The whole thing now resembled
a toy Kazoo.
A very small hole was drilled through the outer case near its base and a piece of elastic fed through
it. The conjurer now inserts the piston, appears to catch hold of the elastic and when he pulls it out
it appears to be under tension so that when he releases his grip on the acorn end it snaps back into
the case. The trick is that the elastic is irrelevant, the snap back inside is made by the fingers
pressing on the acorn sides so that they drive it forward quickly when it slips free.
The McDonald’s burger oyster box was made from 4” length of 4” diameter yew log. This was
rounded off and a spigot put on each end and was parted off about third of the way down. These
would be the two halves of the bread bun. The face of the piece in the head stock was smoothed
off and a piece of dark wood 3’8” thick and of the same diameter as the yew was glued to surface.

This was the burger bit and was textured along its edge to make it more realistic. He hollowed out
and sanded the shallow cavity and put a lip on the edge. The other piece of yew was now placed in
the jaws and it was hollowed out similarly and the edge adjusted to match the other lip. He taped
the two halves together with gaffer tape so that he could round off and sand the top of the bun and
finally removed the other chucking point. The finished oyster box did indeed look like a Big Mac.
The final project was a Japanese Kendama which consist of three parts. One is a 7.” ‘sword’ (the
Ken) which has a hollow cup at one end with a tapered spike at the other. Another part is a diablo
shape (the Sarado) with one end bigger than the other and each end hollowed out into a cup. The
diablo has a hole drilled through its thinnest
section so that it can be pushed onto the spike.
The third part is a ball (the Tama) attached to
the centre of the diablo by a string.
Most of the construction was straightforward
spindle turning of three blocks of beech with the
trickiest bit being the ball. Nothing was beyond
the capabilities of most members and the
shapes needed can be seen clearly in the
illustration. Kendama is on the internet in
Wikipedia with details of its construction as well
as tricks and competitions.
It was a very entertaining evening with Dave getting a lot of audience participation. He generously
gave a scraping tool and 3 bowl blanks as extra raffle prizes. He seemed to be enjoying his birthday
and having a lot of fun.
JOHN WILLSON

Just a note for your Diaries, it is expected that the TDWC Annual General
Meeting will be on Tuesday, 26th April.
The official notice will be sent out early in March.
We are endeavouring to keep the Club Space comfortable and safe
and we hope this will encourage members who have not been with us
yet this year to come and join in.
You are warmly welcome and we look forward to seeing you again soon.

TRAFFORD & DISTRICT WOODCRAFT CLUB

2022

March 1st

(updated 23/2/2022)
MONTHLY
TIMETABLED CLUB NIGHT EVENTS
COMPETITION
3 Classes
- Turned
DEMO nights 1st Tuesdays monthly 18.30 – 22.00. (Feb to Nov)
- Carved
except April due to Easter April’s demo is on March 29th
General
2022 Xmas Party on December 13th 18.30 – 22.00.
Woodwork
All other ‘Normal workshop’ Tuesdays 18.30 – 21.30

Emma Cook ‘The Tiny Turner’ Woodturner & Carver

A spindle piece

CONFIRMED

March 8th / 15th
March 22nd
March 29th
April 5th /12th
April 19th / 26th
May 3rd

Normal Club Workshop
Normal Club Workshop
Chris Fisher “The Blind Woodturner” RPT
CONFIRMED
Normal Club Workshop
Normal Club Workshop
Rick Dobney Woodturner RPT ***New to TDWC***

A faceplate piece
A box

CONFIRMED

May 10th / 17th
Normal Club Workshop
May 24th / 31st
Normal Club Workshop
THURSDAY 2nd JUNE ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE ‘JUBILEE’ STREET MARKET
-- HOPING TO GO AHEAD TBC
SUNDAY 5th JUNE JOHN LEIGH PARK ALTRINCHAM ‘JUBILEE’ FAMILY FUN DAY
-- HOPING TO GO AHEAD TBC
June 7th
Julian Birtwell TDWC member
CONFIRMED A bowl
June 14th
Normal Club Workshop
SUNDAY 19th JUNE SALE LIONS FATHERS DAY @ WORTHINGTON PARK SALE
-- HOPING TO GO AHEAD TBC
June 21st
Normal Club Workshop
SUNDAY 26th JUNE FAMILY FUNDAY ASHTON ON MERSEY PARK – HOPING TO GO AHEAD
June 28th
Normal Club Workshop
SALE ARTS TRAIL
TBC
July 5th
Paula Kearey Green Woodworker
CONFIRMED A decorated item
July 12th / 19th / 26 Normal Club Workshop
August 2nd
Brian Ledsham TDWC member
CONFIRMED Item from 2 or more woods
August 9th / 16th
Normal Club Workshop
August 23rd / 30th
Normal Club Workshop
Sept 6th
Richard Finley Production woodturner
CONFIRMED To include an element of offset
TIMPERLEY COUNTRY FAIR SEPTEMBER 10th
HOPING TO GO AHEAD
Sept 13th
Normal Club Workshop
HAYFIELD SHEEP DOG TRIAL AND SHOW - CANCELLED ALREADY!
Sept 20th / 27th
Normal Club Workshop
Oct 4th
Steve Heeley Woodturner
CONFIRMED Fruit
Oct 11th /18th / 25th
Normal Club Workshop
Nov 1st
Dave Thwaite TDWC member
TBC An Xmas piece
Nov 8th
Normal Club Workshop
HARROGATE WOOD SHOW Nov 11th-13th We hope to run our usual coach transport for members TBC
Nov 15th / 22nd /29 Normal Club Workshop
ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE XMAS FAIR TBC
SALE ARTS TRAIL XMAS BAZAAR TBC
Dec 6th
Normal Club Workshop
Dec 13th
Club Xmas Party - Free entry to all members & their partners.
Your ‘best’ piece as
Food & drink donations most welcome.
yet unseen at TDWC
18.30 – 22.00
Dec 20th & Dec 27th
Closed - Merry Xmas & A Very Happy 2023
2023 Jan 3rd
Normal Club Workshop
No Demo this month None this month

